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>>Machine 14-inch large screen
>>3000W machine power to ensure the treatment effect



>>1-10Hz fast frequency and 15x25mm spot size ensures faster, smooth and effective
treatment
>>808 single wave or 755nm/808nm/1064nm perfect triple wavelengths
>>Easy to operate Data Base system,can do the treatment by man mode and women mode,
also different body part.To ensure a safe parameter for new operator
>> Long life time More than 40 millions shots
Gold laser diode module, Anti high temperature.

>>Double filters to keep water quality
>>TEC cooling+ Air Cooling + Water Cooling+Semiconductor cooling,keep water
temperature 26℃-28 ℃ all the time
>>24 hours continues work
>>Easy to operate Data Base system,can do the treatment by man mode and women
mode,also different body part.To ensure a safe
 
Parameter for new operator
>> Long life time More than 40 millions shots
Gold laser diode module, Anti high temperature.



Product Description



 
Soprano Ice Platinum Advantage
 
>>Painless hair removal, no side effect.
>>Germany Emitter, strong energy
>>1600W power of hair removal on the whole body;
>>1-10Hz fast frequency
>> Italy water pump, it can keep machine working 24 hours without stop.
 



Alma soprano ice platinum

1. Painless hair removal, no side effect.
2. Strong power, Germany imported laser diode module, 10bar, 12 bars ,16 bars available.
3. Big spot size 12*20 mm or 12*35 mm, for fast hair removal.
4. Best cooling system:air +water+TEC semiconductor condenser, Water temperature can
be controlled between 26°C—28°C, 24 hours continuously working.
Handle Details



The handle weighs only 350g, which is convenient for treatment

>>12 piecs or 16 pieces Germany Dilas original laser bars,600/800W/1200W power is
capable to meet all demands of hair removal on the whole body;
>>1-10Hz fast frequency and 15x25mm spot size ensures faster, smooth and effective
treatment;
>>Super sapphire touch cooling system ensures painless and comfortable treatment;

Handle Long life time 20-40 millions shots

Speed 808nm: Golden standard wavelength for all hair types
Alex 755nm: Specific effective for blonde hair, fine hair



Long Pulse 1064nm:Specific effective for dark, tanned skin best quality ipl shr opt laser/ nd
yag /alexandrite laser hair removal machine price
 
Product Paramenters
Machine color support customization
Contact the business manager to choose the color you like





Model Alma laser Diode Laser 755+808+1064nm Alma Laser Soprano Ice Platinum Price hair removal machine
Laser Type 808nm diode laser or 755/808/1064 3 wave
Display 14 inch touch screen system
Wavelength 755/808/1064
 shots 20-40 million shots
Energy 10~150 j/cm2, adjustable
Frequency 1-10HZ
Cooling Double TEC cooling
Power 3000W
Spot size 12*35mm or 12*20mm for choose
Voltage 110V/ 60HZ or 220V/50HZ for choose
 
Screen System



 
1)Screen can add your own logo
2)screen with 6 languages
3)different body parts for choose, one touch can start your treatment!
 
Certificate




